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This paper presents the results of detailed thermal
analysis of a 5-axis machine tool with focus on the rotary axes. The rotary axes are characterized regarding
their position and orientation errors as a function of
the underlying thermal load, contributing significantly
to the overall accuracy. A physical model is presented,
which allows the simulation of the thermal behavior of
the rotary axes based on the power input to the drives
of the rotary axes and the heat conduction in a swiveling rotary table unit and convection into environment.
This enables an external online-compensation of thermal errors. The compensation model is verified and
validated.
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1. Introduction
Thermo-mechanical deformations caused by different
internal or external heat sources are responsible for up to
three quarters of all geometric errors of machine tools,
which shows the big potential of thermal compensation
regarding higher accuracy of machine tools [1, 2]. Until
now, most of the research work has been concentrated on
thermo-mechanical deviations based on the influence of
moving linear axes, rotating spindles and on temperature
variation of the environment [3]. According to this, a lot
of measurements were done and guidelines how to handle corresponding deformations were developed with ISO
230-3 [4] and ISO 10791-10 [5].
Besides detailed measurement strategies and procedures for the thermal characterization of different contributors (such as the environment [6], spindles [7] or linear axes [8]), several compensation approaches were developed and enhanced. This ranges from the simulation
and compensation of single components like spindles [9]
to integrated compensation models for whole machine
tools [10]. Even though standards exist for measuring the
geometric errors of rotary axes [11], little research has
been carried out regarding the thermally induced errors of
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Fig. 1. Physical sequence of action responsible for thermal
errors and their minimization [15].

rotary axes (except spindles), which is the focus of this
paper.
First approaches for the characterization of rotary axes
are presented in [12–14]. First results regarding the magnitude of the thermal errors of rotary axes show the importance of these influences. Regarding Fig. 1 [15], the cause
of thermally induced deviations is found in power losses
causing a heat transfer into the machine tool structure
which results in a change of the temperature field. This
leads to mechanical deformations and finally to an error
of the position and orientation of the Tool Center Point
(TCP). This can be reduced by two different approaches:
on the one hand, causes can be minimized. This can be
carried out by several tasks, e.g. by the minimization of
friction, by tempering of certain machine parts, by an intelligent utilization of materials with different expansion
coefficients or in general by a more thermo-optimized design of the entire machine tool. On the other hand, a decrease of the TCP error can be reached by a NC-based reduction of the deviations, which means the compensation
of the thermal error. In this paper, a physical compensation model for thermally induced position and orientation
errors of rotary axes is presented.
This model is based on five discrete elements which
describe the analyzed machine tool with its swiveling rotary table unit. The discretization is made with knowledge
based on measurements regarding the thermal behavior of
the rotary axes of the machine tool under investigation.
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Fig. 3. Example for the evaluation in order to compare the
contributors X-axis, Y -axis, Z-axis and spindle [18].

Fig. 2. Test setup for ETVE, spindle and linear axes thermal
tests [4].

Table 2. Magnitude of thermally caused deviations due to
moving linear axes and spindle.

Table 1. Evaluated parameters of ETVE-test [17].

Due to its simplicity it enables an online-compensation of
thermal effects which is validated by measurements.

2. Thermal Analysis of 5-Axis Machine Tools
The kinematic chain of the vertical machine tool under investigation can be described in accordance with
ISO/DIS 10791-1.2:2013-07-12 [16] as:


V wC B b [Y 1 Y 2] X [Z1 Z2] (C1)t
Before analyzing the thermal behavior of the rotary
axes in detail, all other potential contributors like the environment, the linear axes and the spindle are characterized thermally in order to classify the magnitude of thermal errors of rotary axes compared to the other contributors [17]. This allows also a profound appreciation for the
importance of compensation. Regarding the described influences, ISO 230-3:2007 [4] recommends an appropriate
measuring setup (Fig. 2).
Firstly, this setup is used for the evaluation of the environmental temperature variation error. For the machine
tool under investigation, maximum deviations and gradients are shown in Table 1 [17]. The test duration is 6 days.
The maximum temperature change measured during the
test is 5.5 K.
After evaluating the influence of the environmental
temperature change, the influence of the spindle and the
3 linear axes of the machine tool are analyzed at a prede512

fined motion speed. Every test is carried out over 8 hours
(4 hours warm-up, 4 hours cool-down). The axis / spindle
movement is interrupted every 5 minutes for a measurement, which is carried out by pneumatic probes, so that
the measuring time can be limited to approximately 10 s
per readout. Due to the temperature influence during the
measurement time of 10 s, the sequence of the test cycle
(5 minutes movement / 10 s measuring) has to be considered when measurements are compared to other spindle
measurements. The measurements enable a comparison
between the magnitudes of the thermally induced errors
of different origins (the spindle, different linear axes e.g.).
For this comparison, the maximum steady-state values,
measured with the test setup described in Fig. 2 are used
– a qualitative example for this evaluation procedure is
given by Fig. 3. Different delay times are not considered.
Table 2 shows the maximum errors in the directions
X, Y , Z, A and B of the machine tool coordinate system
induced by a motion of the axes X, Y , Z or the spindle. For the considered speeds, the maximum deviation
in translational direction is measured in Z-direction with
14 μ m caused by the spindle. The largest rotatory deviations are measured during the X-axis test with 12 μ m/m
in A-direction and during the Z-axis test with 12 μ m/m in
B-direction.
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Fig. 6. Measuring phases for thermal characterization of
rotary axes [18].

Fig. 4. Location errors of a rotary axis C [19].

Fig. 5. Location errors of a machine tool table Measuring
sequence [17].

dimensional error.
The measurement sequence for the determination of
thermo-mechanical errors of rotary axes is also subdivided into a warm-up phase and a cool-down phase
(Fig. 6). Every phase consists of axis movement cycles
(about 5 minutes) and probing cycles (<1 minute). The
total net warm-up time is at least 4 hours, which means
that there are at least 48 axis movement cycles per warmup phase. The same measuring sequence applies for the
cool-down phase, where the axis is stopped between measurements. With a probing cycle time of <1 minute, the
total test duration is about 9.5 hours. In this paper, all
measured deviations are illustrated over the net warm-up
/ cool-down phase of 8 hours – measuring time is cut out.
For all long term measurements, the environmental temperatures are registered continuously.
A measuring device for the characterization of thermomechanical errors of rotary axes should show the following properties:
•

Acquisition of all significant errors within one measurement cycle

•

Short measuring time to avoid significant changes of
the thermal state during the measurement

•

High accuracy

•

High repeatability

3. Characterization of Axes of Rotation
After evaluating the influence of the environment, spindle and linear axes, measurements regarding the behavior
of the axes of rotation are carried out [12].
Results show errors in the same range as the other contributors, which is the reason for a detailed analysis. In
the focus of thermal testing are all rotary axes of 5-axis
machine tools such as vertical rotary axes (e.g. machine
tool tables) and horizontal swiveling axes.
In [19], 5 position and orientation errors (hereinafter
“location errors”) are defined for a rotary axis C (Fig. 4).
These are the position in X- and in Y -direction (EX0C ,
EY 0C ), the squareness to X and Y (EB0C , EA0C ) and the
zero angle of C (EC0C ).
In addition to these deviations, other location errors
of functional surfaces exist, which are not defined in the
standard, because [19] does cover geometric errors only,
and because [4] currently does not cover rotary axes. Two
significant examples are shown in Fig. 5: The axial and
radial growth (EZ0T and ER0T ) of a machine table with
changing temperature. Whereby the axial table growth
EZ0T is a position error, the radial table growth ER0T is a
Int. J. of Automation Technology Vol.8 No.4, 2014

Different investigations regarding this topic show that
the R-Test [20] has figured out as a proper measuring device for this application [13, 14]. With the ISO 230-3
setup, several errors like angular positioning errors (e.g.
EB0B for a B-axis) or the significant radial growth of a
machine tool table (ER0T ) cannot be measured. Additionally, the mounting of the ISO 230-3 setup is very complex
and difficult especially for horizontal axes and large machine tools due to the large offsets in X- and Y -direction.
Regarding machine tools with the swiveling axis below
the table surface, the ISO 230-3 setup is not possible for
evaluating the behavior of the swiveling axis at all. Additionally, the influence of the thermal expansion of the
fixture is of significant magnitude and not comparable to
standard tool geometries. When measuring vertical axes,
513
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Fig. 7. R-Test discrete sequence for a C-axis, measuring
positions at 0◦ (0), 90◦ (1), 180◦ (2), 270◦ (3), 360◦ (4) [18].

the heat development of the surface temperature of machine tool tables is quite large. Therefore, the fixture and
the test mandrel of a vertical mounted ISO 230-3 setup
show a very large and significant heat expansion. When
regarding position and orientation errors, it is then difficult to make a conclusion regarding the machine tool behavior because a large share of the measured error is due
to the setup which strongly differs depending on the machine tool size, given offsets and cooling systems. This
is not the case when measuring the thermal influence on
motion errors (e.g. radial errors EXC and EYC of a C-axis)
where the thermally induced change of the error during
one rotation is under investigation, not the absolute error.
But for position and orientation errors (and dimension errors regarding the radial table growth ER0T ) the ISO 230-3
setup is not suggested.
For this paper, measurements are carried out as “R-Test
discrete” according to Fig. 7 for vertical axes and as “RTest continuously” for horizontal, swiveling axes.
R-Test discrete
Each probing cycle consists of five single measurements at 0◦ , 90◦ , 180◦ , 270◦ and 360◦ of the axis under
test. The probing cycle time had been kept smaller than
1 minute in order to avoid thermally caused deviations of
the machine tool during the measurement cycle.
The five measuring positions enable the evaluation of
all significant position and orientation errors of rotary
axes plus errors of functional surfaces like axial or radial
growth of the table, EZ0T or ER0T . For an improved understanding, Fig. 8 shows the evaluation process of all these
errors using a vertical C-axis of a machine tool table as
example. The evaluation procedure applied is based on
the assumption that the thermal load which is brought in
by the linear axes X and Y is small compared to the thermal load which is brought in by the rotational axis under
investigation. This is a feasible assumption, because the
movement is only discrete every 5 minutes and it is carried
out very slowly. During the thermal tests of linear axes
(results presented in section 2), the thermal deviations of
the linear axes are forced by a intensive pendular movement over the whole axis range with 500 mm/min for
5 minute intervals between two measurements. Thereby,
a significant thermal load is applied which is not the case
regarding the R-Test measurements. Therefore, the movement of the linear axes during every R-Test can be ne514

Fig. 8. Examples for the evaluation of R-Test discrete [18].

glected. Otherwise EY 0Y and EY 0C could not be distinguished.
With this procedure, the C-axis of the analyzed machine tool is analyzed at different rotational speeds and
therefore for different input power levels. The heat input
happens during a warm-up phase of 4 hours, followed by
a cool-down phase of again 4 hours where the speed of
the analyzed axis is set to zero. The coordinate system of
all illustrations is chosen in that way, that deviations in all
Int. J. of Automation Technology Vol.8 No.4, 2014
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Fig. 9. Y -position of C (EY 0C ) for 6 different rotational
speeds (Speed during cool-down phase: 0 min−1 ) [18].

Fig. 11. Z-height of table (EZ0T ) for 6 different rotational
speeds. (Speed during cool-down phase: 0 min−1 ) [18].

Fig. 10. Environmental temperature during C-axis measurement with 600 min−1 (Speed during cool-down phase:
0 min−1 ) [18].

diagrams show the relative work piece – shift (in the work
piece coordinate system, not in the machine coordinate
system).
As an example for the resulting location errors, Fig. 9
shows EY 0C , the location error of the C-axis in Y direction, caused by heat generated by the C-axis direct
drive for rotational speeds between 200 and 1200 min−1 .
The maximum deviation of 25 μ m appears at the rotational speed of 1200 min−1 . Two interesting effects can
be seen in Fig. 9: on the one hand, the errors do not reach
the zero level again after the cool down phase. This can be
explained by the change of the environmental temperature
during the measurement. Fig. 10 shows the environmental
temperature change during the C-axis measurements with
600 min−1 .
On the other hand, the course of the error shows a combination of two lag elements. The two different lag elements can for example represent the influence of the internal cooling unit or an environmental temperature change
on the warm-up behavior of a machine tool axis. Another
explanation is that the heat input is non-homogeneous
around the C-axis drive. Comparable to the bi-metal effect, this leads to an angular error. After a certain time,
heat conduction in the structure leads to a homogenization
of the temperature contribution in the swiveling rotary table unit. Therefore, the thermally induced error (such as
EY 0C in Fig. 9) is decreasing again after a while. The tests
Int. J. of Automation Technology Vol.8 No.4, 2014

Fig. 12. Squareness of C-axis to Y -axis (EA0C ) for 6 different rotational speeds (Speed during cool-down phase:
0 min−1 ) [18].

shown in Fig. 9 are carried out over a period of approximately three weeks. The environmental temperature is
not constant during this time. On the one hand, the single tests are underlying a temperature variation during the
test duration of 8 hours. An example is given by Fig. 10,
which shows the environmental temperature change during the test with a rotational speed of 600 min−1 . On the
other hand, climatic changes during the period of three
weeks when the whole tests are carried out, led to a maximum temperature difference of ΔT = 14◦ C between all
measurements.
Figure 11 shows the axial growth of the machine tool
table (EZ0T ). During the warm-up phase, the maximum
change of EZ0T is 28 μ m for 1200 min−1 . Also in this
example, the deviations do not reach the zero level again
after 8 hours, due to the change of the environmental temperature during this time.
Figure 12 shows the squareness of the C-axis to the
Y -axis in μ m/m. The magnitude of the deviation is
−12 μ m/m after approximately 1 h with a rotational speed
of 1200 min−1 . It is interesting to see, that EA0C is decreasing after approximately 1 h. The explanation for this
effect is given by the homogenization of the temperature
515
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Fig. 15. Change of location error EZ0B (Z-location of Baxis) during a maximum swiveling speed of 18.000◦ /min
(speed during cool-down phase: 0 min−1 ) between two angular positions of +/− 90◦ [18].

Fig. 13. Zero position of C (EC0C ) for 6 different rotational
speeds (Speed during cool-down phase: 0 min−1 ) [18].

Fig. 14. R-Test cycle for a horizontal B-axis [18].

field in the machine tool structure.
Figure 13 shows EC0C , the zero angle error of the Caxis, again for 6 different rotational speeds. This is a good
example for a thermal – independent position error: neither the time duration of the induced thermal load nor different rotational speeds (which also mean different thermal loads) do have influences on the zero position, which
has been expected. The physical reason for this can be
found in the angular measurement system of the C-axis
(especially its fixture) which zero positioning is not influenced by temperature.
R-Test continuously
For the horizontal, swiveling B-axis, the “R-Test continuously” is chosen. The reason therefore is the restricted
angular range available for the measurement due to the
set-up and structure of the machine tool. Because of a
significantly higher number of measurement points, the
R-Test continuously provides a lower measurement uncertainty for restricted measurement ranges in comparison to
the R-Test discrete.
Figure 14 shows the used test setup. With a precision
sphere in the spindle and the measurement frame with
3 displacement sensors on the machine tool table, an interpolating movement is carried out with the B-, X- and Zaxis. Thereby, the TCP position during a set-point curve
is measured.
By using the Gaussian best fit method, for each R-Test
516

a best fit circle is computed. The shift of the circle centers
and the spatial orientation of the circles are used for the
calculation of the thermally induced change of the position and location errors of the horizontal axis.
Exemplarily, Fig. 15 shows the change of the location
error EZ0B , measured and evaluated with the “R-Test continuously” – method. The underlying axis movement is
a swiveling movement between the two angular positions
+/ − 90◦ with a maximum axis speed of 18.000◦/min. It
can be seen, that no significant deviation (compared to the
deviations of the C-axis) occurs. This is observed for all
deviations of the horizontal axis.
Therefore, after analysing both axes of the swiveling
rotary table unit, the four location errors EY 0C , EA0C , ER0T
and EZ0T can be specified as significant errors. Errors in
X-direction and B-direction are not significant due to the
design of the machine tool which leads to a symmetric
temperature field in X- and B-direction. The four significant errors should be minimized and compensation seems
to be a promising procedure.

4. Modelling and Simulation of Thermal
Effects
There are many different approaches for simulating the
thermal behavior of machine tools. Three of the mostly
used methods are FEM models, phenomenological models or simplified physical models using transient heat conduction. While FEM models are complex and their implementation in the NC can be difficult due to limited computing power, phenomenological models can show a large
uncertainty due to unknown conditions. Additionally, depending on the technical problem, many measurements
may be necessary. With a simplified physical model, advantages of both simulation approaches can be combined:
a small modeling effort including the possibility to implement the model in the NC. A possible alignment of model
and measurements can improve the simulation (e.g. density, heat transfer coefficient, effective boundaries) and
the physical background enables a simulation of unknown
conditions by interpolation. For these reasons, this paper
describes an approach for modeling the thermally induced
location errors of the rotary axes by a simplified physical
model.
Int. J. of Automation Technology Vol.8 No.4, 2014
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where m is the mass, c p the specific heat capacity, T the
temperature and Q the heat flow. Based on this relationship, the temperature of the 5 discretized bodies is calculated every 0.5 seconds with
T (ti+1 ) = T (ti ) +

∑ Q̇ · Δt
m · cp

. . . . . . . (2)

While geometry data, mass, heat transfer coefficients
and heat capacity are known or can be estimated very
well, the power input of the drives is read out of the
FANUC NC in real time for online-compensation.
The cooling power PC is calculated via
PC = V̇ · ρ · c p · ΔT

Fig. 16. Simulation model with discretized swiveling rotary
table unit [18].

For the simulation model, the significant part of the machine tool is discretized in 5 parts according to Fig. 16.
This segmentation is done based on the knowledge gained
out of the measurements which are carried out previously
characterizing the C- and the B-axis. The four errors EY 0C ,
EZ0T , ER0T and EA0C which are evaluated as the significant deviations can be simulated with the described configuration. The structure around the C-axis of the machine
tool is separated into two bodies C-Body 1 and C-Body 2.
This segmentation is necessary to model the squareness
error EA0C : C-Body 1 contains the drive of the C-axis,
therefore, it is heated up stronger than C-Body 2. This
leads to the squareness error EA0C according to the bimetal
effect.
Because of the thermo-symmetrical design of the machine tool in X-direction, there is no need for a 3D model.
The discretized bodies are chosen in a way that the
temperature of each body can be assumed to be homogenously distributed in every body. Depending on the temperature changes, the associated thermo-mechanical deformation and therefore the deviation of the TCP is calculated. Input parameters for the calculation are:
•

geometry data for all bodies ki with i = 1 . . . 6

•

power input (PI,i )

•

cooling power (PC,i )

•

mass (mi )

•

thermal conductivity (λi j )

•

heat transfer coefficients for convective flow (αi )

•

specific heat capacities (c pi )

∂T
= ∑ Q̇
∂t

V̇ is the Volume flow rate and ρ is the density. As the
volume flow rate is not known, cooling power is estimated
based on information of the supplier of the cooling unit.
Heat conduction between the single discretized bodies
i and j is calculated from

λ ·A
· (Tj − Ti ) . . . . . . . . . (4)
l
λ is the heat transfer coefficient, A is the cross-section
area, l is the effective length and Ti, j are the temperatures
of the bodies i and j, which are assumed to be homogeneous distributed for the single bodies.
Finally, with the environmental temperature TU known
as starting condition, convection is calculated by
Q̇c,i j =

Q̇convection = α · A · (TU − T )

. . . . . . (5)

Therefore, the heat transfer coefficients for convective
flow α has to be determined. During standstill, α is estimated for the underlying geometry with
W
. . . . . . . . . . . . (6)
m2 · K
Due to the high range and magnitude of the rotational
speed of the C-axis, the flow behavior is changing from
laminar flow to turbulent flow, which has an impact on
the convection coefficient. In [21] and [22], heat transfer
measurements of a rotating disk are carried out for a diameter up to 450 mm. For this case, the Nusselt number
as function of the Reynolds number is determined from
the laminar to the turbulent range as shown in Fig. 17.
The Reynolds number Re and the Nusselt number Nu
can be described via

α = 3.2

ω · r2
α ·r
, Nu =
. . . . . . . (7)
ν
λ
with ω is the angular speed, r is the radius and ν is the
kinematic viscosity, neglecting that experiments leading
to Fig. 17 are carried out with a disk of 450 mm instead
of the real table diameter of 500 mm, the heat transfer
coefficient for convective flow can be calculated for all
rotational speeds according to
α ·r
Nu =
= k1 · Rek2
. . . . . . . . . (8)
λ
Re =

The basic principle for the calculation of the single temperatures is found in the law of conversion of energy with
m · cp ·

. . . . . . . . . . (3)

. . . . . . . . . . (1)
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For the maximum rotational speed of 1200 min−1 , the
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Fig. 19. Notation of considered compensation parameters.

Fig. 17. Nusselt number as a function of Reynolds number [21].

Fig. 18. Air temperature in working area and comparison
between measurement and simulation of table temperature
(n = 600 min−1 ) [18].

convection coefficient α can be estimated with
W
. . . . . . (9)
a(1200 min−1 ) = 65.5 2
m ·K
which is approximately factor 20 higher than the convection coefficient during standstill.
With all the parameters described above, the temperature of each of the discretized bodies is calculated according to Eq. (2).
In order to verify these calculations, temperature measurements are carried out. To enable dedicated measurements on the rotating table, a wireless temperature
measurement device is developed: a National Instruments cDAQ-9191 measurement system is used with a
National Instruments TB-9214 WIFI module, powered by
a lithium-polymer battery pack. This enables online temperature measurements of the rotating machine tool table.
Figure 18 shows the comparison between the measurement and the simulation of the table temperature. The
measurement is the mean value out of three measurement
positions. The underlying thermal load is an axis rotation
with 600 min−1 for 4 hours, followed by a 4 hour cooldown phase.
During warm-up phase, both – simulation and measurement – are matching very well. Also during cool-down
phase, the simulation result is quite good, but there are
two effects to notice: First, at the start of the cool-down
phase there is a short temperature peak in the measurement plot, which can be explained by a strong decrease
518

of convection due to the stop of the rotation in combination with a proceeding thermal flow from the drive to the
surface of the table for a short time.
A second interesting phenomenon can be seen at
∼ 6.5 h: after the temperature is decreasing, it rises again
with another delay time. The explanation for this effect
is, that the cooling unit stops cooling the swiveling rotary
table unit which leads to a convergence of the table temperature to the environmental temperature (black curve).
On the one hand, Fig. 18 shows the good quality of
the simulated temperatures – on the other hand, especially
concerning the cool-down phase, two possibilities for an
improvement of the simulation could be identified.
Based on the temperature changes of the single bodies,
the geometric deformations are calculated according to:
Δl = l0 · αe · ΔT

. . . . . . . . . . . (10)

where αe is the thermal expansion coefficient. After this
step, location errors EY 0C , EZ0T , ER0T and EA0C can be
calculated in real time and provided for the compensation
calculation.

5. Compensation of Thermally Caused
Location Errors
In order to reduce the four significant location errors
EY 0C , EZ0T , ER0T and EA0C , compensation parameters
have to be calculated.
These compensation parameters are sent to the NC online and allocated with the machine tools’ coordinate system every 0.5 s. The notation which is used for the description of the single compensation parameters is illustrated in Fig. 19.
CY,Y 0C , the compensation parameter of EY 0C is described in Eq. (11). It has only one component because
of its independence of the swiveling angle of the B-axis.
CY,Y 0C = −EY 0C

. . . . . . . . . . . (11)

Regarding the compensation of EZ0T , depending on the
angle of the B-axis two compensation components (Xand Z-direction) have to be compensated according to
CX,Z0T = −EZ0T · sin(B̂)
CZ,Z0T = −EZ0T · cos(B̂)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (12)
B represents the angle of the B-axis. The symbol ˆ idenInt. J. of Automation Technology Vol.8 No.4, 2014
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Fig. 20. Thermal load profile for verification of compensation [18].

tifies parameters, which are read out of the NC on-line.
Eq. (13) describes the compensation of the radial table
growth ER0T . Because the radial table growth increases
with an increasing offset to the C-axis (radius r), ER0T
is related to this radius r (location where the precision
sphere is mounted during the R-Tests measurements)
Because of this position dependency, for the compensation of the radial growth of the machine table, the relative
spindle position in the machine tool has to be read-out
of the NC on-line and is used for computing the compensation parameters. With a tilting angle B = 0, the Xcomponent of the compensation parameter additionally is
split to a secondary Z-component, which leads to
ER0T
· cos(B̂)
r
ER0T
CY,R0T = −Ŷ ·
r
ER0T
· sin(B̂)
CZ,R0T = −X̂ ·
r
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (13)

CX,R0T = −X̂ ·

Of course, Eq. (13) applies only for a constant height of
the TCP over the machine tool table.
Finally, the rotary deviation EA0C has to be compensated. For this, the machine tool has to offer an A-axis.
The swiveling rotary table unit of the machine tool under
investigation has a B- and a C-axis, but no A-axis. Therefore, an entire compensation of the squareness of the Caxis to Y (EA0C ) is not possible, but the linear effects of
EA0C can be compensated.
Similarly to the radial growth of the table ER0T , this parameter strongly depends on the relative spindle position
in Y -direction. Therefore, the Y -position of the spindle is
read out of the NC in real-time and is used for computing
the compensation parameters in the machine tool according to:
CX,A0C = −Ŷ · EA0C · sin(B̂)
CY,A0C = −Ẑ · EA0C
CZ,A0C = −Ŷ · EA0C · cos(B̂)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (14)
For verification of the compensation calculation, the thermal behavior of the machine tool is analyzed under a certain thermal load profile which is shown in Fig. 20.
The rotational speed in Fig. 20 shows the movement of
Int. J. of Automation Technology Vol.8 No.4, 2014

Fig. 21. Measured and predicted translational deviations
EY 0C , ER0T and EZ0T during test cycle of Fig. 20.

Fig. 22. Measured and predicted rotational deviation EA0C
during test cycle of Fig. 20.

the C-axis over 7 hours. Different rotational speeds and
breaks with no axis movement lead to a varying thermal
load. During the test cycle, every 5 minutes an R-Test is
carried out with a duration of < 1 min. This leads to a
total test time of approximately 8.5 hours. In the following figures, the net cycle time of 7 h is plotted with the
duration of the R-Test measurements cut-out.
In a first step, the uncompensated behavior of the machine tool is measured. In Fig. 21, the measured significant translational deviations EY 0C , ER0T and EZ0T are
compared to the errors predicted by the model. The deviations EY 0C and EZ0T are nicely covered by the model.
Regarding ER0T , the course of the deviation is also nicely
represented by the model but the magnitude of the predicted values is too small throughout the whole cycle
whereby the absolute value is quite small. Like explained
above, the radial table growth ER0T depends on the offset
of the TCP to the rotary axis. During the R-Test measurements which are evaluated for this paper, the offset of
the precision sphere to the rotary C-axis is 162.546 mm.
Fig. 22 shows the squareness of C to Y (EA0C ) (measured
and predicted values) for the same load cycle. Again, the
course of the error is covered nicely but the absolute value
differs slightly.
In a second step, the same test cycle is carried out with
the developed compensation procedure. In Figs. 23 - 26
the thermally induced errors are compared with and without compensation. It has to be underlined that both measurements are carried out on different days with com519
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Table 3. Total improvement of compensation (EA0C,lin
means the linear effect of EA0C ).

Fig. 23. Improvement for compensation of EY 0C [18].

Fig. 24. Improvement for compensation of Z-position of
table EZ0T [18].

Fig. 25. Improvement for compensation of radial growth of
table ER0T [18].

compensation can be seen. Anyway, the error is reduced
significantly over the whole test duration.
Also regarding the axial table growth (EZ0T , Fig. 24),
a significant reduction is achieved. However, especially
during the first two thirds of the test cycle, a systematic
undercompensation can be observed. The reduction of the
radial table growth ER0T is illustrated in Fig. 25. Already
the uncompensated deviation is quite small, but in spite of
some overcompensation, a significant average additional
reduction over nearly the whole test cycle iss achieved.
Because the machine tool has no A-axis, only linear
effects of EA0C (EA0C,lin ) can be compensated. Fig. 26
shows the reduction of these linear effects of the squareness EA0C of the C-axis to Y . Especially in the first half
of the cycle, the deviation is minimized significantly. The
total reduction of the single location errors over the whole
test cycle is summarized in Table 3. The improvement
is calculated as reduction of the root mean squares of the
deviations throughout the cycle, referenced to the starting
point.
All translational location errors are reduced by more
than 70%, and even the – quite small – linear effect of the
rotational error EA0C is reduced by one third.
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pletely different environmental conditions which leads to
systematic differences compared to the error predictions
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model, the temperature influence and especially the thermal history of the machine tool under investigation has to
be considered.
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